A SMALL WORLD: THE VENETIAN CONVENT OF CORPUS DOMINI

THE OTHER VOICE

An age-old and enduring tradition sees convents as dumping grounds for girls who were ugly, sickly, or otherwise unsuited for marriage. This tradition was very much alive in fifteenth-century Italy, among clergy and laity alike. "The man who has a misshapen or mutilated daughter gives her to Christ," the Florentine layman Franco Sacchetti commented sarcastically, and he was echoed from the pulpit by the great Franciscan preacher Bernardino of Siena, who chastised his audience for this practice. "I have heard that if you have [a daughter] who is blind or lame or crippled, you at once place her in God's service; you put her in a convent." But it was not just physical deformities that led to forced enclosure of young women: economic pressures too could lead parents to place their daughters in convents. No respectable marriage could be contracted without a dowry, and dowries rose sharply and steadily throughout the late Middle Ages, leading patrician men like Dante Alighieri to long for the good old days when the birth of a daughter didn't stir fear in her father. A family cursed with too many daughters faced hardship or even ruin, and the financial interests of the lineage sometimes dictated that one or more of the girls enter a nunnery as brides of Christ (who, oddly, com-

1. Iris Origo, The World of San Bernardino (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1962), 64 and 270. This line of interpretation has its modern exponents, such as the historical demographer David Herlihy, "Some Psychological and Social Roots of Violence in the Tuscan Cities," in Family and Civil Disorder in Italian Cities, 1200–1500, ed. Laura Martin (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 146. "Girls who lacked a sufficiently large dowry or physical beauty, and who had a slight hope of finding a husband, were placed in the convents with equal haste."

manded a far smaller dowry than a mortal husband). Fathers saved money and kept the family patrimony intact, convents were filled and the regular round of prayer and worship was guaranteed, and the excess female population was ensured a decent livelihood and decorous life—albeit one that these poor women had not chosen, and generally would not have chosen for themselves. Bernardino was alert to the resentment harbored by reluctant nuns and be-moaned its consequences for the religious life. "When they are grown up, they curse their fathers and mothers, saying: 'They have put me here so that I should have no children, but I will have some to spite them.'" By the seventeenth century, the imagined rebelliousness of these vocationless nuns had matured into the fierce diatribes of the Venetian Arcangela Tarabotti (1604–52), which laid bare the confluence of social, economic, political, and religious interests that sustained the institution of female monasticism and bitterly denounced the paternal tyranny that had condemned her and thousands like her to a monastic hell.

Sister Bartolomea Riccoboni came from the same city and social class as Arcangela Tarabotti, but her chronicler and necrology of the Venetian convent of Corpus Domini tell an entirely different story, a story of female dedication and self-determination. According to Sister Bartolomea, Corpus Domini was an exemplary convent, filled with women who definitely wanted to be there and who had chosen religious life as a model for similar religious institutions as far away as Pisa and Rome. The nuns had chosen the religious life for themselves, often over the opposition of their families. Some had entered the convent as girls, others as young women facing an unwanted marriage or as widows, but all were deeply committed to their collective enterprise, a community of work and worship. Members of this female community gathered their energies and organized their lives while each found scope for her particular talents and inclinations, and the community gave them a privileged vantage point from which to observe and comment on events in the world outside, the tempests that shook the Catholic Church and the most serene republic of Venice—not to mention their own cloistered world.

The chronicle and necrology of Corpus Domini constitute a precious source for the history of female piety, a history that for too long has been written from sources either crafted by male authors or recorded and transmitted by male scribes. Inevitably such sources offer a cloudy lens on the past, one that reveals "not so much what women did as what men admired or abhorred..." It is therefore especially important for future historians to turn to detailed study of those works in which women wrote about their own visions and mystical experiences and about life among the sisters in their households, beguinages, and convents. The convent chronicle and necrology of Corpus Domini speak directly to this need: they are early, unmediated examples of women's writing, and they describe the lives and deaths of unexceptional women engaged in a common religious enterprise. Moreover, these texts present the lives of this clustered religious community and its inhabitants in a particularly dramatic moment in the long history of the Catholic Church, when the Great Schism divided western Europe between two competing popes. Far from being closed in upon themselves and interested exclusively in their own spiritual lives, the sisters of Corpus Domini were deeply engaged in the world beyond their walls. And that outside world was equally interested in (and involved in) the affairs of Corpus Domini: friends and relatives came to visit the sisters in the convent's parlor, where they could exchange information and opinions, and to attend mass in the convent's church, where they could hear the sisters take their stand on the issues that divided the church. The religious literature of the late Middle Ages is rich in texts in which male clerics record and comment on the words and deeds of female mystics and holy women. But Sister Bartolomea's amply biography of Giovanni Donnizzi (the convent's founder and spiritual director) and the many pages of the chronicle devoted to Gregory XII and the events of the schism represent a rarity for that time and place: a female writer commenting on public events and their male protagonists. And it is worth noting that Sister Bartolomea's occasional laments about her limited abilities and inadequacy to the task of writing are purely formulaic expressions of humility. The evidence of the text itself shows her to be fully capable of treating, with clarity of perception and vigor of expression, the events of both the small world of Corpus Domini and the larger world of which it was so thoroughly a part.

CORPUS DOMINI OF VENICE

Corpus Domini was built by the combined efforts of an elderly abbess, a wealthy donor, two orphaned girls and their guardians, and a Dominican...
The abbess, Lucia Tiepolo, had grown up in the Benedictine convent of Santa Maria degli Angeli on the island of Murano, which she entered when she was only eleven. After more than three decades in that convent, she was named abbess of the convent of Sant' Apostolo, one of several Benedictine monasteries and convents on the island of Ammiano in the Venetian lagoon. This was an unattractive post, for these isolated convents had been hit particularly hard by the population decline that followed the Black Death of 1348 and were slowly being abandoned, and Tiepolo accepted it with the greatest reluctance. After three miserable years spent imploring divine guidance and seeking a way out, her prayers were finally answered with a vision of Jesus as the Man of Sorrows, bound to a column all bloody and crowned with thorns, who commanded her to go to Venice and found a convent in his name. She leaped at the task, though it took six years for her to secure the necessary permissions, locate and acquire a suitable site, and set about constructing a small church dedicated to Corpus Domini, the Body of the Lord.

Lucia Tiepolo built the church of Corpus Domini on a spot of land at the extreme northwest edge of the city, a spot so out of the way that few Venetians even knew of its existence. Fortunately, one of those who did was a pious patrician named Francesco Rabia, who generously supported Tiepolo and her church. He financed the construction of a stone church to replace the original wooden structure, provided for its maintenance, and helped Tiepolo build a dormitory to house her nascent community. The seven cells of the wooden dormitory seemed more than adequate for a group that consisted of just the abbess, one other nun, and two lay sisters, and Francesco Rabia remained good-naturedly skeptical of Tiepolo's prediction that someday her convent would house more than sixty women. For over twenty-five years this prophecy showed no signs of coming true, but Tiepolo persevered in her resolve, much to the puzzlement of those who could not fathom why she would want to live in such a deserted place.

The transformation of Corpus Domini from a struggling Benedictine nunnery into a thriving Dominican convent came about at the initiative of two resolute young orphans and their guardians. The girls, Isabella and Andreola Tommasini, longed to dedicate themselves to the religious life. Their guardian, Margarita Paruta, sought the advice of her confessor, Giovanni Do-

6. The fundamental sources for the early history of Corpus Domini are the texts presented here. The most thorough study of the convent is a dissertation prepared at the University of Padova under the direction of Prof. Antonio Rigoni: Maria Raciti, "Il monastero dei Corpus Christi di Venezia fra Tre Quattrocento (con una svolta di trentadue documenti inediti)," academic year 1982-83.


The Venetian Convent of Corpus Domini

The liturgical year, sponsored by the Venetian government and involving all the major confraternities, was sponsored by the Venetian government and involving all the major confraternities. Corpus Domini attracted donations and bequests not only from women who joined the community and their kin, but also from wealthy patricians and prominent churchmen who were impressed by the piety of the sisters and sought the benefit of their prayers, between 1440 and 1444, with the financial backing of Fantin Dandolo (a Venetian nobleman who became bishop of Padua in 1448) and of Tommaso Tommasini (bishop of Feltre—and brother of Isabella and Andreola), the sisters completely rebuilt the church of Corpus Domini. In those same years, and thanks again to the intervention of Bishop Tommaso Tommasini, Corpus Domini also assumed control of the nearby parish church of Santa Lucia, beginning an involvement of these cloistered women in the care of souls that would last for more than thirty years. When their control of Santa Lucia was challenged by another community of female religious, the sisters of Corpus Domini defended their patronage rights over the church and their possession of the precious relics it contained—going so far as to steal the sacred body of Saint Lucy and conceal it under their stairs, thereby provoking the wrath of the patriarch of Venice (who excommunicated them) and the civic authorities (who dispatched masons to brick up all entrances to the convent).

This storm soon blew over, but the concern for property rights did not. By the end of the fifteenth century, records of rents and revenues dominated the convent's archives, as the sisters acquired ever greater wealth and an increasingly sophisticated mastery of accounting methods and administrative techniques. At the same time, the fervor that accompanied the convent's founding gradually gave way to daily routine and conventional devotions. But the religious commitment and spiritual ideals that had inspired Corpus Domini at its inception survived—survived even the legal suppression of the con-
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MAP 3. Plan of the convent of Corpus Domini, 1595. The church of Corpus Domini, in the center of the plan, is flanked to the right by the lodgings of the nuns. Behind the church are shown the bell tower, cemetery, vegetable garden, well, oven, and sheds for washing and drying the laundry. Beyond them lie the waters of the Venetian lagoon. The other buildings of the complex are not shown, their place being occupied by the plan's legend. Venice: Ground plan of the Monastery of Corpus Domini, anno 1595. Corporazioni religiose soppressse, Corpus Domini, b. 1, N. 1. Photographic reproductions were prepared by the Sezione fotografia produzione of the Archivio di Stato in Venice. By permission of the Ministero per i Beni e le Attivit\'a Culturali (permission no. 41, dated 25 August 1999).
vent in 1810 and its physical destruction soon thereafter—in the chronicle and necrology kept by Sister Bartolomea Riccoboni.

**THE CHRONICLE OF CORPUS DOMINI**

We know almost nothing about Sister Bartolomea. She tells us that she was a twenty-five year-old virgin when she entered Corpus Domini on the day the convent was founded. But that is all she has to say about herself, her background, or her role in the convent. She says nothing about her family, perhaps because, unlike those of so many of her sisters in religion, it did not figure among the Venetian nobility. She does not even mention that those sisters in religion soon included her biological sister, Chiara Riccoboni, who had joined the convent of Corpus Domini by July 1397. She keeps her gaze turned resolutely away from herself and toward the sisters among whom she lived and the collective life of their community.

She recorded the life of that community in her native Venetian dialect, the language spoken by the sisters of Corpus Domini, though her prose is also sprinkled with words and phrases from the Latin liturgy they sang and recited. She told their story under two guises, in paired literary forms: a chronicle and a necrology. The necrology provides brief biographies of nearly fifty women who died in the convent between 1395 and 1436. The chronicle, in contrast, recounts the history of their collective enterprise, starting with the foundation of Corpus Domini in the late fourteenth century. It offers a vivid picture of life in this cloistered community, a small world bounded physically by the convent wall and organized temporally by the rhythms of work and worship.

The first half of the chronicle deals with the foundation of the convent, its growth, and the communal life of the nuns. Corpus Domini was a convent of strict cloister, closed off from the outside world by a protective wall and sealed by a triple-locked gate, with the keys held by three different women. The world within this wall was arranged into functional spaces: the church where the sisters worshiped and the cells where they slept, the refectory where they ate and the chapter room where they assembled to deliberate and to confess their faults to the community, the infirmary where they cared for the sick and dying, the sheds where they washed their habits and hung them to dry, the parlor where they spoke with visitors and heard about the events of the day. Time, too, was ordered, with the year governed by the liturgical seasons of penance and celebration and the day structured around the collective prayers of the community. The monastic office was a demanding round of daily wor-

ship, requiring the sisters to get up in the middle of the night to recite the night office, masses, rise again before dawn for lauds, and then assemble for worship at prime, terce, sext, none, vespers, and compline (at sunrise, midmorning, noon, midafternoon, sundown, and before bed). Such a schedule might seem burdensome, and it is no surprise to find that every so often one of the sisters might doze off after lauds, but in general they found singing the office as sweet as candy and saw devils waiting to pounce on any syllable they let drop out of their prayers.

Because of the strict cloister, the sisters of Corpus Domini shared certain concerns that do not figure quite so prominently in the lives of individual holy women. More than their personal spiritual perfection, they sought to foster the community. No one wanted to seem any better than the rest, so they performed their penances in secret, and when enjoined to obtain permission to pursue them, renounced them rather than ask permission. They dedicated themselves to observing the monastic vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience. Nothing they had was their own, everything was the property of the community, and even their clothing was shared. The young women so prized their virginity that they could be suspected of spiritual pride, but even the ancient prioress, Sister Lucia Tiepolo, so feared for her virginity that she hid whenever a doctor visited the convent. Above all, they honored the virtue of obedience, that renunciation of self and will that made it possible for them to live peaceably together year after year. This emphasis on the values of unity and community gives poignant urgency to their efforts to maintain harmony during the later years of the Great Western Schism (1378—1415).

The Catholic Church had been divided for as long as Sister Bartolomea could remember. Ever since a disputed papal election in 1378, the ecclesiastical hierarchy had been split between two competing popes, one based in Rome and the other in Avignon. Europe promptly divided along political lines. France and its allies Scotland, Navarre, Castile, and Aragon supported the Avignon papacy, while England, Flanders, Portugal, Hungary, Bohemia, and most of Germany accepted the Roman pope. Neither side could impose its candidate on the other, neither candidate would step down, and all attempts to negotiate a solution failed. For nearly three decades, the schism dragged on with no end in sight.

New hopes were stirred when the pious Angelo Correr of Venice was elected pope of the Roman obedience in 1406, taking the name Gregory XII.

Before the election he (like all the cardinals) promised to meet with his rival, the Avignon pope Benedict XIII, to negotiate an end to the schism. When he failed to fulfill this promise, seven of Gregory's cardinals abandoned him and, together with most of Benedict's cardinals, assembled in Pisa. There political and religious leaders tried to put into practice the conciliar theory—that is, the idea that supreme authority within the church resided in a general council. In 1409 the Council of Pisa attempted to exercise that authority by deposing both Gregory and Benedict and electing a new pope, Alexander V. Although much of Europe, including Venice, recognized Alexander as pope, both Gregory and Benedict refused to resign. The result was rapidly shifting ecclesiastical-political alignments that divided the great international religious orders, such as the Dominicans, and brought pressure to bear on local religious institutions like the convent of Corpus Domini, which were asked to declare their support for the pope recognized by the local political authorities. But Pisa did put the way to a workable solution, and in 1417 the Council of Constance finally succeeded in putting an end to the schism by removing all three contending popes—Roman, Pisan, and Avignonese—and electing Martin V.

In the second half of her chronicle, Sister Bartolomea follows the career of Pope Gregory XII from his election in 1406 to his resignation in 1415 and death two years later, showing us what the women of Corpus Domini knew of papal politics and how they viewed events such as the schism and the Council of Constance. Her account is highly partisan, for Gregory was intimately and inseparably linked with Corpus Domini's founder and spiritual guide. He had been a close friend of Giovanni Dominici ever since their days in Venice, and he associated Giovanni with him in the leadership of the church. Gregory named Giovanni archbishop of Ragusa in 1407 and cardinal of San Sisto in 1408, and he entrusted Giovanni with delicate diplomatic missions to the Holy Roman Emperor Sigismund of Hungary and to the Council of Constance. Sister Bartolomea describes Gregory and Giovanni as a new Moses and Aaron, leading the church through the desert of sin and schism to the promised land of unity and reform. She follows Giovanni in viewing Gregory as a saint, a man blessed with every virtue and free of even venial sin: patient, humble, abstemious, self-sacrificing, pure. She harbored the slightest doubt that Gregory was the true pope and a true follower of Christ.

Not everyone in Corpus Domini agreed with her. One of the most fasci-
To escape this sentence, whenever the task of leading the sisters in prayer fell to one of Gregory's partisans, she "voluntarily" ceded her place to one of the Pisan party. This fended off the threat of exile but brought great hardship to the convent: its supporters were generally in Gregory's camp, and they angrily stalked out of Corpus Domini—and cut off their financial support—when they heard the Pisan pope John XXIII named in the sisters' prayers. Here indeed we have a dramatic (and rare) instance in which the identity of the true pope mattered desperately.

Paradoxically, it was inside this cloistered world that the schism was most inescapably present. For most people the schism was no more than a distant rumbling that could easily be closed out and ignored. Each parish, each town, each bishopric had its pope, whom it recognized as legitimate without caring whether some faraway people recognized some other pope. The sisters of Corpus Domini, in contrast, were locked in with one another, observing their common ideal of strict cloister with other people whom they knew thoroughly and respected just as thoroughly. They could not deny or ignore their religious differences, nor could they demonize those who held opposing views. And because they prized so highly the values of unity and harmony, the schism that divided their community tore at their hearts and souls. For five long years the sisters of Corpus Domini strove to preserve the unity of their community while respecting individual convictions. In the end they succeeded in this delicate task, allowing Sister Bartolomea to conclude (with a hint of justifiable pride): "Our consciences remained unblemished and untroubled by any vexing pricks, because both of the parties acted with good intentions."

The Necrology of Corpus Domini

In the very first year after the convent was enclosed, death took one of the sisters: a thirteen-year-old novice named Paola Zorzi. On that occasion, and at each subsequent death, Sister Bartolomea recorded the event and added a few words about the person who had just passed to her heavenly reward. Necrologies like that of Corpus Domini had their distant origins in lists of the names of people to be commemorated day by day throughout the year on the anniversaries of their deaths. But they evolved into something closer to the obituary notices found in modern newspapers: brief descriptions of the life and achievements of the deceased. Like the authors of modern obituaries, Sister Bartolomea sometimes resorted to standard phrases and clichés of expressions of appropriate sentiments. But what is most striking about her brief biographies is how highly individualized they are. She describes the characters and longings of her sisters in religion, their cultural formation and intellectual accomplishments, their devotional attitudes and their fortitude in illness. She traces the life events and spiritual paths that led both adolescent girls and elderly widows to the convent, pinpointing the personal meaning their faith held for these women. Since the necrology also includes a lengthy biography of Giovanni Dominici, the convent's spiritual father and a key adviser to Gregory XII, it (like the chronicle) confirms the nuns' informed interest in the "male" business of ecclesiastical politics while keeping the life and concerns of this female community very much to the fore.

The women of Corpus Domini came from a variety of social backgrounds and display a range of spiritual preferences. The community included lay sisters, young novices, and profesured nuns, virgins and widows—and several of these widows were startlingly young, hardly more than children themselves. Some had come to Corpus Domini after years spent in other convents, either Benedictine or Augustinian, and these women, accustomed as they were to collective worship, showed a particular fondness for choral prayer. Even when she needed a canoe to get about, the aged Sister Maruzza Contarini hobblefled as fast as she could every time the bell summoned her to choir. But the cheerful performance of chores and service to others could also be a form of worship. In particular, those who entered as widows carried into the convent their habits of household management and busied themselves looking after the complex and tending the other sisters. Sister Piera of Città di Castello "tended all the sick women and washed all their filth, and she did not abandon them until she saw that they were either dead or out of danger." Like Jesus of Nazareth or Saint Francis of Assisi, she embraced her leprous companion and kissed her sores, and died blessedly as a result of her charity.

Such heroic self-sacrifice gets singled out for praise. So too does the learning of sisters like Diamante, who "always studied the Holy Scriptures and had an excellent intellect for reading and singing and writing," and Isabella Tommasini, who seemed like a theologian when she preached in chapter. Sister Bartolomea shares none of the misgivings about learning that so

---

19. For an example of such a traditional necrology, see Annamaria Facchiano, Monasteri femminili nobili e neutri nella moderna. Necrologia di S. Patrizia (sec. XII-XVII), Fonti per la Storia del Mezzogiorno Medievale 111 (Atalanta Salentina [Salerno]: Edizioni Sudi Storici Mendicanti, 1992).

20. One well known example comes from the friary to which Giovanni Dominici belonged in Florence: Orlando, Necrologia di S. Maria Novella.
troubled her spiritual father, Giovanni Dominici. For all his formidable erudition, this lecturer in theology looked upon books and learning with profound suspicion, viewing them as perilous temptations that could deflect people from the high road to God. Sister Bartolomea, in contrast, mentions the medical skills of Lucia Tiepolo almost in passing, as a useful source of income when she was trying to gather the funds needed to build Corpus Domini, and celebrates the wisdom of Isabella Tommasini, whose advice was sought by men and women alike, without the slightest hint that this might be a source of spiritual pride.

Visions could hardly be claimed as a special gift, since so many of the sisters of Corpus Domini received them. Visions confirmed the presence of the Christ in the consecrated Eucharist. They disclosed the devils that sparred about the sisters and tried to trip them up, and the angels that attended and assisted them. They reminded the sisters of the long lines of saints—especially virgin saints and Dominican saints—who had preceded them on the thorny path they had chosen for themselves, and they strengthened their resolve to persevere. They reassured the bereft community that a departed sister had received her heavenly reward, as when Sister Diamante appeared clad in glorious garments or Maruza Contarini was seen in the celestial convent reserved for those who love God perfectly. And they proclaimed that their convent was divinely ordained, that it was God's will that Lucia Tiepolo leave her former convent and found this new one dedicated to the body of Christ. In this instance, of course, God's expression will conventionally matched Tiepolo's own wishes, and one might wonder how often the sisters of Corpus Domini were bending God to their will rather than conforming themselves to his

Worldly pride was another obvious temptation, for many of the sisters came from aristocratic backgrounds. Their family names read like a roll call of Venice's ruling elite, resonant with wealth and glory: Paruta, Dandojo, Tiepolo, Contarini, Rosso, Pisani, Valareno, Marin, Zorzi, Corner, Da Canal, Moro, Venier—patrician surnames of dogs, admirals, and senators as well as of Bartolomea Riccoboni's sisters in religion. Sister Bartolomea makes little


ing or wealth or prestige: Lucia Tiepolo, Geronima dei Cancellieri, Isabetta Tommasini, Lucia Dandolo, and Margarita Panata. It is these women (and the spiritual director of the convent, Giovanni Dominic) who receive the most extensive memorials in Sister Bartolomea’s necrology.

THE SPIRITUALITY OF CORPUS DOMINI: THEMES AND TENSIONS

Sickness and physical pain figure prominently in the necrology, which repeatedly praises patience in illness and fortitude in the face of death.23 So many of the sisters suffered from debilitating diseases that kept them bedridden for years, and so many of them died while still relatively young, that one suspects there might be some truth to the idea that families tended to dedicate sickly girls to the religious life. On the other hand, this attention to illness might be the natural consequence of the circumstances under which the necrology was composed: since it was the death of each sister that furnished the occasion for her biography, the cause of her death was very fresh in Sister Bartolomea’s mind. What distinguished the sisters of Corpus Domini was not so much the dreary facts of disease and death as their attitude toward them. Crippling injuries and catastrophic illness were all too common features of medieval life, afflicting their victims typically with loss of a trade, or of marriage, or of children, or of a community. The sisters of Corpus Domini instead welcomed their sufferings as occasions for spiritual growth, for joyous conformity with the crucified Jesus. Such spiritualization of illness, like illness itself, appears to have marked female piety to an extraordinary extent: an analysis of the life histories of hundreds of medieval saints has shown that illness was “a prominent feature of female holiness, the one category of activity in which women were not merely statistically overrepresented but constituted an absolute majority.”24

Other characteristic themes of female piety run through both chronicle and necrology: devotion to the Eucharist, intense affective engagement with the person of Jesus, as child and as spouse, as a present for sins, and as ascetic practices aimed at controlling and punishing the body through flagellation and renunciation of food and sleep and at turning the body to spiritual ends.


through eager identification with Christ’s Passion.25 The sisters of Corpus Domini received Communion far more often than the minimum obligation of once a year. At Easter, indeed, Giovanni Dominic criticized for giving them Communion too frequently.26 But they longed to have the body of Christ in them, even as they were in the body of Christ, Corpus Domini. They took in that body with their eyes as well as their mouths, adoring the consecrated Eucharist on display in its tabernacle, and when a sudden gust of wind knocked over the vessel and spilled the consecrated hosts, they dismayed at this tragic desecration of their Lord’s body. They saw Jesus in the host, as a lovely child, and in visions, as a heavenly spouse. They yearned to be with him and to be like him: when Sister Gerolama Mercanti was at the point of death, she “stretched out her arms like a cross, tilted her head to the right side, and rendered her soul to her spouse Jesus Christ, who chose for himself this pure virgin.” They fasted and kept vigil and flagellated themselves, conforming themselves to the suffering Jesus. Their spiritual director, concerned that they were harming themselves, ordered them to take food and to turn in their whips and chains; they humbly obeyed, and he was dumbstruck at how many they heaped before him.

In this instance Giovanni delicately balanced encouragement of the sisters’ heroic asceticism with reasonable restraint—and such measured sensitivity may seem surprising in someone known as a fierce polemicist, ever ready to stake out extreme positions and defend them resolutely. But profound tensions marked many of these themes in the spirituality of Corpus Domini. The sisters hungered for the Eucharist yet feared contact with an object so awe...
somenly holy. They prized humility and valued the common life yet wondered which ones among them were especially beloved of God. They invoked the emotionally charged language of kinship to describe their relationship with God and with their spiritual director yet displayed a cool aloofness toward their own families.

This tug and fraying of family ties can be felt throughout the chronicle and necrology of Corpus Domini. Entering the convent did not necessarily mean leaving one's family behind. In a number of cases pairs of sisters or a mother and daughter joined the convent together. The younger girls in particular often entered along with a sibling, so that they would not feel totally deprived of family. The convent could also accommodate kin at the other end of life's journey. Corpus Domini provided the final resting place for one ill and elderly Franciscan tertiary, who was taken in to pass her last few weeks with her daughter, granddaughters, and great-niece, all of them members of this Dominican community. But inevitably, feelings for their sisters in religion often supplanted fading (and not necessarily fond) memories of their natal families. And when Giovanni Dominici deliberately set about reorienting the affections of his spiritual daughters to focus on himself as both father and mother, he provoked the anger of the parents he replaced.27

It was not merely that his transfiguration of familial bonds into a new spiritual kinship called into question the traditional ordering of the patrician household—though that was surely an issue in a city that made the well-managed household one of the key analogies for the well-ordered state.28 Venice was governed by a hereditary aristocracy of noble families whose names were inscribed in the Book of Gold. These patricians, and they alone, enjoyed the right to propose legislation, appoint officials, and hold political office. Too successful an advocacy of chastity could threaten the existence of the patrician family. To be sure, a tension between the religious ideal of celibacy and the social imperative of reproduction has marked Christianity from the very start. But this tension assumed particular force and urgency in the late fourteenth century, when recurrent epidemics of bubonic plague threatened entire populations with extinction and imperiled the survival of families as never before. No more cogent example could be found than Giovanni Dominici himself: when this sole surviving child of a widowed mother decided to enter a religious order, he doomed his lineage to extinction.29

---


the women around her — she did not rely on memory alone. Like all institutions, the convent of Corpus Domini kept administrative records, and examination of the surviving records of the convent confirms that Sister Bartolomea consulted them as she drafted her chronicle. In addition, she drew on more literary works, such as the letters of spiritual counsel that Giovanni Dominici addressed to the sisters of Corpus Domini and, in all likelihood, a history of the schism and of the Council of Constance.

Compiling such chronicles and necrologies was a common practice in monastic institutions, both male and female. Beginning in the fifteenth century, a number of Italian convents — especially those associated with the Observant movements — began to keep convent chronicles. The one kept by the Poor Clares of Monteluce, in Perugia, blended the two genres: the first chronicler, Sister Eufrosia, began writing in 1488 but started with a retrospective glance back to the institution of the regular observance in 1448, death notices are included in sequence in the course of the chronicle as sisters passed away. In Venice, Chiara Riccoboni continued her sister’s task of chronicling the history of Corpus Domini, and the convent’s 1718 inventory lists Cronache del monastero and Libri delle morte, using the plural for both convent chronicles and books of the dead. Unfortunately, many of these texts — and not merely those that once resided in Corpus Domini — have been lost to the ravages of time, exacerbated by the suppression of convents and dispersal of monastic libraries, and few of the surviving manuscripts have been published. There are a handful of Nomenbucher from fourteenth-century German convents such as Unterlinden, which give Latin notarissen comparable to the vernacular biographies of the necrology of Corpus Christi. Those “sister-books” have recently been the object of a fine study by Gertrude Jaron Lewis, and a brief excerpt from the Lives of the Sisters of Unterlinden has been translated into English. But to the best of my knowledge this translation of the convent chronicle and necrology of Corpus Domini, let alone attempts to make some of these

31. ASV, Corpus Domini, busta 1: L’abbinatura, e Catasto di tutte le scritture del monastero per alfabeto.
32. In addition to the Memoriale di Monteluca and the texts translated here, see the Ricordanze del monastero di S. Lucia ss. in Follina (cronache 1424-1796), ed. Angela Emmanuela Scandella with an appendix by Giovanni Bucchi (Assisi, 1987). Like the chronicle of Monteluca, this starts from a later date than that of Corpus Domini and provides much fuller information for the modern period.
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THE CHRONICLE OF CORPUS DOMINI

"Our Lord" = Jesus but "our father" = Dominici!

In nomine Domini nostri Jesu Christi et Sanctissimae Marie matris eius et beati Dominici patris nostri. Here begins the prologue to a brief chronicle of the most holy convent of Corpus Domini in Venice, of the sisters of the order of Saint Dominic, in the year 1359.

"A book of marvels"

1. Sister Bartolomea Riccoboni, had the greatest desire to write of the wondrous marvels that our most excellent Lord God has performed in this most blessed convent, built in reverence for his holy name some twenty years ago. However, I wrestled within myself at the thought of my inadequacy, since such an undertaking would require wise and learned persons. Rather than continue to resist the Holy Spirit, I have decided to write with this goal in mind: in order that those sisters who follow after us may be properly edified, and that they may have reason to praise the Lord for so many good things and be inspired to live well and follow through on this good beginning. I shall strive to do my best to recount the full truth of what I have seen and heard, and if I do not write as I ought to, I beg my readers to pardon me. If the Lord grants me the grace to praise and glorify his holy name, I will tell step by step, first, of the building of the convent; second, of the day when the women entered it and how it was enclosed; third, of the community and fervor of those women; and fourth, of the glorious deaths of many of them.